
AN ANALYSIS OF THE OUTLINE OF MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING BY

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

A short summary of William Shakespeare's Much Ado About Nothing. Leonato, a kindly, respectable nobleman, lives in
the idyllic Italian town of Messina.

He denounces her and leaves her apparently dead from shock. More detail: 1. To pass the time in the week
before the wedding, the lovers and their friends decide to play a game. His commander, Don Pedro, helps
Claudio propose marriage, with some momentary confusion about who the suitor is â€” Don Pedro or Claudio.
The other couple, Beatrice Hero's cousin and Benedick another officer , work hard to give the impression that
neither is the least bit interested in the other, still smarting over bad experiences in earlier encounters with one
another. As the play begins, Leonato prepares to welcome some friends home from a war. Fortunately, the
night watchmen overhear Borachio bragging about his crime. Don John plots with the soldiers, Borachio and
Conrad, to deceive Claudio into believing Hero has cheated on him. Beatrice demands that Benedick should
kill Claudio. While at the ball, the engagement of Claudio and Hero is arranged. The joyful lovers all have a
merry dance before they celebrate their double wedding. John further arranges for Claudio and Don Pedro to
observe this scene. In the aftermath of the rejection, Benedick and Beatrice finally confess their love to one
another. At the same time, Don Pedro's brother, Don John, seeks a way to spoil the general happiness just
because he's bitter and petty that way. One story follows the formal, romantic relationship between Leonato's
daughter, Hero a young woman , and Claudio a young officer : Claudio realizes, after returning from war, that
he is deeply in love with Hero and wants to ask her father for permission to marry her. Claudio denounces
Hero during the marriage ceremony. Claudio promises to make amends to Leonato: he is required to marry a
cousin of Hero's in her place. Leonato receives word that his friend, the Duke Don Pedro has returned from
war and plans to visit with some of his fellow soldiers. With the help of the priest, Leonato, Beatrice, and
Benedick decide to pretend that Hero is actually dead until her name can be cleared. When unmasked, she is
revealed as Hero. Past productions Synopsis The war is over. Soon Claudio is forced to admit his error in
thinking that Hero would deceive him and, believing her dead, mourns for her and agrees to marry one of
Hero's cousins. Hero's cousin Beatrice a confirmed spinster and Benedict an eternal bachelor are each duped
into believing the other is in love with them. Rowe, Act II Leonato holds a masked ball to celebrate the end of
the war. Exposed Stop reading now if you don't want to know the ending The foolish constable Dogberry and
his watchmen overhear Borachio boasting of his exploit and the plot is exposed. Beatrice's defense of Hero
after her denouncement unites Beatrice and Benedick in the cause of Hero's revenge, and they declare their
love for one another. In This Section. Don Pedro has been victorious in a small war against his own
half-brother, Don John, who has now reluctantly joined him. Claudio is deceived by a malicious plot and
denounces Hero as unchaste before they marry. As penance for causing Hero's death, Claudio agrees to accept
Leonato's "niece" in her place. Their friends arrange for them to overhear conversations revealing how much
each is loved by the other. Beatrice and Benedick despise love and engage in comic banter. The cousin turns
out to be a disguised and forgiving Hero. Their tricks prove successful, and Beatrice and Benedick soon fall
secretly in love with each other. She faints and on the advice of the Friar, who is convinced of her innocence,
Leonato announces that she is dead.


